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[Summary of Facts]

Shortly after it began transactions selling motors to non-party Company A, Company X (Plaintiff,

Intermediate Appellant, Final Appellee), a distributor of electrical devices, became concerned about

the state of Company A’s business and asked B, Company A’s representative, if B’s father (the

manager of Company A’s parent company) would give a personal guarantee in respect of Company

A’s trading debts. B’s response was that whilst he could not obtain a guarantee from his father, he



proposed that his wife’s father, Y (Defendant, Intermediate Appellee, Final Appellant), stand as

guarantor. (Y was in fact B’s wife’s uncle.) X agreed to this, and prepared a revolving guarantee

agreement, leaving the joint and several guarantor section blank, and delivered this to B. At the time,

B had been entrusted by Y with Y’s registered seal so that B could represent Y in a separate matter

(where Y stood as guarantor for Company A’s lease of an employee dormitory). Using this seal B

entered Y’s name and seal impression in the joint and several guarantor section without Y’s

permission, and delivered the agreement to X, together with a seal registration certificate. (B had

used Y’s registered seal to prepare a power of attorney from Y, which he then used to act as Y’s

agent so as to obtain this seal registration certificate from the local city hall.) Whilst X and A’s

business transactions did subsequently continue, about one year later Company A went into

insolvency. X ultimately brought this litigation pursuing Y for his liability as joint and several

guarantor, in respect of debts in six promissory notes drawn by A to pay for the purchase of the

motors.

From the time of the proceedings before the court of first instance the principal point at issue was

whether or not “reasonable grounds” could be found under Article 110 of the Civil Code in respect

of the execution of the joint and several guarantee contract between X and Y. (A precedent already

existed in relation to Article 110 extending by analogy to cases where a contract is made where B

does not expressly identify itself as acting in the capacity of an agent, but where the name of the

principal Y has been directly mentioned; see Supreme Court, Second Petty Bench decision, 19

December 1969, Minshu Vol. 23 No. 12: 2539). Finding there were no reasonable grounds, the court

of first instance dismissed X’s claim. The intermediate appeal court found that there were reasonable

grounds, set aside the trial court’s decision and allowed X’s claim. Y brought a final appeal.

[Summary of Decision]

Decision of lower court reversed and remanded.

“As the Appellant disputes the decision of the lower court where it accepted that there were

reasonable grounds in this case, it would seem that since it is undeniable that a seal registration

certificate serves an important function as a means for confirming the intention of a person in respect

of acts carried out using the person’s registered seal in everyday transactions, once the Final

Appellee consulted the seal registration certificate in order to ascertain the Final Appellant’s

intention concerning the guarantee, in the absence of special circumstances, it is right to say the

Final Appellant had reasonable grounds to have believed as stated above.



On the other hand however, the lower court (1) found circumstances to be present that would have

justified the Final Appellee in entertaining doubts concerning the Sunada’s acts, including in the

execution of the revolving guarantee contract, such as: that the reason that the Final Appellee asked

Sunada to execute the revolving guarantee contract was because, as it was not long after the

transactions with the non-party company started before that company breached the terms for

settlement of purchases, the Final Appellee had become concerned about the continuation of the

transactions; that whereas initially the Final Appellee had asked Sunada, or his father, or both to

provide a joint and several guarantee (the evidence presented in the trial proceedings throws doubt

on whether this other individual was even the manager of Sunada Seisakusho, the parent company of

the non-party company), Sunada offered his wife’s father as guarantor, since Sunada had had a

quarrel with his father who now would not provide a guarantee, and the Final Appellee accepted this

arrangement (the Final Appellant was not Sunada’s wife’s father, but just her uncle); and that

Sunada, who had the charge of executing the revolving guarantee contract as the Final Appellant’s

agent, was the representative director of the non-party company that was going to benefit from this

contract. (2) In addition, since according to the facts established by the lower court, the revolving

guarantee contract was to contain no provision stipulating either a term or an upper limit for the

guarantee, one may reasonably assume that the joint and several guarantor was to be subject to a

comparatively onerous liability, but the Final Appellee did not even check to see if the Final

Appellant itself would sign and seal the agreement but did no more than simply refer to the Final

Appellant’s seal registration certificate that Sunada had brought along. It is therefore right to say that

this does not constitute special circumstances that would support the belief that the agreement was

prepared in accordance with the intentions of the Final Appellant himself, and in turn that the

execution of the revolving guarantee contract was based on the intention of the Final Appellant. The

Final Appellee furthermore should have used the available means to ascertain whether or not the

Final Appellant intended to provide the guarantee, such as inquiring with the Final Appellant himself

directly. In the absence of such measures, we must say that whilst the Final Appellee may have

readily come to the belief that it did, we cannot go as far as to conclude that it had reasonable

grounds for doing so.

The lower court ruled that as the Final Appellee was not a financial services company, irrespective

of whether or not the Final Appellee had the above means of investigation at its disposal, the Court

could find reasonable grounds were present by means of the analogous application of Article 110 of

the Civil Code. Since the lower court therefore erred in the construction and application of that

Article, its decision is wrong in law for inexhaustive examination of the facts and for inadequate

reasoning.”


